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                        	Contact Boat Lift U.S.
	Florida Hours


                        Monday - Friday

 7:30AM - 5:00PM

Saturday
 
8:00AM - 1:00PM
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				Monday-Friday
 
                            7:30AM - 4:30PM

Saturday by appt.
 
7:30AM - 12:00PM






					  

			  
			         Serving our customers for over 25 years!
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					4-Piling Cradle Boat Lift


					One of our best selling products. Our four-piling boatlifts are among the most capable on the market. We include all of our hardy features into this boatlift, so you know that it is built to last. Features include all aluminum bunks, enclosed motors, all aluminum bushings, and our no-weld construction.	

					


                    Top 10 Reasons to buy a Boat Lift, U.S. boatlift!

                  

					
						No-Welds - Strength and Reliability!
	T6-6061 Aluminum Construction!
	Enclosed Motors!  [image: ]  and  [image: ]  Certified!
	Machine-Grooved Aluminum Cable Winders! 
	Aluminum Bushings  with Grease Zerks!
	Premium Aluminum “No Float” Bunks!
	Reliable Gear-Plates or Gearbox™!
	Fast Deliveries!
	No Missing Parts!
	Best Quality –  Fast, Easy Installation!
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							Welcome to Boat Lift U.S. Inc.®

							At Boat Lift U.S. Inc.®, all of our boatlifts are  made of stainless steel and 6061-T6 aluminum for uncompromised strength and  durability. Boat Lift U.S.® is also the home of the no-weld boatlift, eliminating  weak points in the boatlifts that we build.

						  Our cradle boatlifts have become industry standards,  available in 4-, 6-, and 8-piling design and are offered in flat-plate and Gearbox™   styles. The quality of our boatlifts shows throughout, with no-weld  aluminum construction, enclosed motors either stainless or painted, all aluminum bearings,  aluminum bunks and a machine-grooved cable winder to protect the drive shaft  and wind the cable, cleanly, without overlap.

						  We can even put a Boat Lift U.S. boatlift in your  boat house. We use many of the same features from our other boatlifts in the boat  house to guarantee uncompromised quality for our full range of products.

						  We also specialize in Up-N-Over® Personal Watercraft (PWC) lifts  that allow smaller crafts to be  lifted completely out of the water then rotated over the dock for easier  maintenance. These lifts feature heavy-duty stainless steel and aluminum  construction, and we can accommodate both standard and custom designs.

						  Call us today, and let us make your boating  experience even better.
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